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TOBY BABB
CEO, North Starr

WELCOME TO THE
SECOND ISSUE OF
THE STARR TECH
ENTERPRISE MAGAZINE
Welcome to the second edition
of the Starr Tech Enterprise
Magazine, brought to you by
North Starr. In this issue, we
bring you the latet thought
leadership around some of
the mot innovative areas of
technology including Cloud,
Event Technology, Agile and IOT.
Globally renowned performance
pecialit Simon Hartley writes
on achieving the impossible, we
have interview guides, insights
into Clover Index and Emotech
and the latet salary trends from
the indutry. Enjoy the read.
I’d like to take this opportunity
to share my thoughts as well
on a number of areas of UK
technology.
The Economic Storm Clouds
and Impending Skills Crisis
In terms of the UK Tech scene,
the torm clouds on the horizon
seem to contantly be the macro
economic situation. The farce of
the recent general eletion, along
with Brexit and the seemingly
continuous tream of horriic
news headline have cat a cloud
over the UK. I was honoured to
have been asked by both BBC
2’s Vitoria Derbyshire show and
BBC Radio 5 Live to commentate
on the recent eletion and
subsequent Queen’s Speech

and my thoughts are clear about
the absolute need to at with
diretion and clarity to drive the UK
economy forward once again. With
the nation never more divided (as
witnessed by both Brexit and the
eletion) the time has come for the
main parties to unite with personal
agendas aside to position the
UK in the bet possible light
for the on-going negotiations.
We are where we are and it is
imperative that now more than
ever, the government litens to the
businesses that will drive us back
to economic trength.
Depite the negative headlines
of the lat 12 months, the Tech
scene does, however, continue to
grow apace. London Tech week
was a huge celebration of the
indutry and again, showcased the
incredible trength and powerful
innovation coming from the UK.
We have seen a continued push
into robotics, AI, Data and IOT
with the digital revolution never
in beter shape. The threat to this
is closely linked to the former
paragraph and highlights the
absolute importance of geting the
Brexit negotiations right.
A quote from tech week tweeted
by @AccentureTechUK read that
“there are [three] reasons why
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London is the tech capital of the
world. Talent, talent and talent.
The very real threat to UK tech
from a Hard Brexit is to tem the
low of talent that continues to
drive the UK digital agenda. With
a continued failure from schools
and higher education to truly equip
graduates and school leavers
with the necessary commercial
skills to thrive in the real world
and a contantly evolving tech
skill set, we run the risk of failing
to have the talent to drive growth
at a pace to compete on an
international scale. It is imperative
to ensure access to highly skilled
talent remains at the forefront of
our minds as we continue to go
through the process.
On the subjet of talent, there
were concerning headlines
recently around “girls being
let out of the techno-nerd
revolution”. Jane Lunnon, the head
of Wimbledon High School, was
quoted in the Times as saying that
Computer Science could become
“the province of male technonerds” that would threaten a new
gender divide in the economy
because of the low take-up of the
subjet among girls. Atonishingly,
preditions sugget that the
number of pupils tudying for a
computing GCSE could halve

by 2020. This is alongside the
fat that the ICT exam is being
scrapped next year. A further
incredible tatitic is that only
20% of computer science exam
entrants were girls. The failure
of senior igures in education to
showcase the creative elements
of computing threaten a growing
trend of gender divide around
“digital haves and have-nots.” I
have long campaigned for a radical
re-think in our education sytem
to ensure a skills-based, ready
for work programme that equips
our young population for the
workplace of today. The technical
revolution is underpinned by
skills and until we address this
issue properly, we will tile the
true potential of the country as a
genuine economic super power.
The Cutomers of Tomorrow
Whilt I have mentioned the buzz
words in UK tech previously in this
piece, I can’t help but believe that
future innovation will be driven by
the cutomers of tomorrow. Many
of the great technology explosions
of recent years have been shaped
by the demand of the consumer
and the increasing need for intant
gratiication. From Social Media to
eCommerce to Fintech, we have
seen the consumer efetively
seting the agenda.
So to look at innovation in the next
10 years, what trends can we see
being driven by the masses? We
will undoubtedly see a growing
and importantly ageing population.
This will increase the age of
retirement considerably and we
will see an older, more lexible and
more luid workforce. Careers will
be multiplied and we will see a
wave of bedroom tart-ups from
sixty year olds. This will increase

the cult of lexible working that
will see a signiicant rise in the
cloud with the percentage of
companies completely dependent
on cloud technology rising from
43% in 2016 to 80% in 2018. UK
demand for bandwidth with grow
from 0.9Tb in 2009 to 5.4Tb in
2018. Already there are over 1.5
million UK workers now working
from home. The workplace is
dramatically re-shaping itself.
Another trend surfaces around
“chaty commerce” with the news
that nearly two thirds of millennials
are using intant messaging every
day – a igure that may even seem
surprisingly low. With brands
tarting to recognise opportunity
here with messaging apps, we
will see full scale commercial
interations emerge in the coming
years with chatbots ofering
tailored advice to consumers.
Fascinating opportunities also
exit when looking at the me me
world. Consumers are pushing
more and more for produt
recommendations to be tailored
peciically to them going as
far as 42% of women wanting
beauty produts personalised to
their skin type. For years we have
seen this as a winning tatic,
showcased nowhere beter than
Dun Humby and Tesco Club
Card, but the future will take it
to extraordinary levels. We will
go above commercial data to
personal biometric indicators with
some prediting that one in seven
consumers will be using tech that
tailors health advice to their DNA.
The times they are a changing
and we will see atronomical
advances around biometric
media, brands being challenged
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by smart homes and brands
choosing and rating cutomers. It
is a fantatic time to be alive and
the peed of technical change in
the years ahead promises to be
extraordinary.
North Starr
To inish I turn to North Starr where
we have jut inished back to back
record quarters. The company
was founded in 2016 and we
have seen exceptional growth
this year. The team will double in
the third quarter of 2017 to cover
more technology areas in reation
to tunning client demand. Our
ERP and Programme and Change
teams will grow signiicantly
and we will continue to build
our sotware development and
technology sales teams. These
are extremely exciting times and
our passionate and dedicated
team would be delighted to help in
growing your teams, networks and
brands.
Thank you for reading and enjoy
the magazine.

Toby Babb

Translate this concept into the
corporate world and the reality is
somewhat diferent. Having fully
embraced the concept of “Cloud”
for the advantages like agility
and peed to market it delivers,
enterprises are now inding that
the network conneting them to
key applications in the Cloud is
motly outside of their control.
It is true that by seleting the
right Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) it is possible to reduce
the number of “hops” it takes
for traic to move from the
end-user to a Cloud application,
however what happens when
that connetion doesn’t deliver
the application performance that
is expeted or even required
to work properly? Can an IT
Manager ask their ISP to “ix
the Internet” and resolve their
performance issues? Isn’t the
Internet a “bet-eforts” network
based fundamentally on “net
neutrality” that does not allow
diferent types of traic to be
treated diferently?

CLOUD
CONNECTIVITY:
Making public
clouds work for
global enterprises
When public clouds are bet
accessed by private networks

The Signiicance of
Network Connectivity on
Next Generation Cloud

Mark Russell,
GCX
International

n a world of always
conneted people and
devices, access to
applications and content is
taken for granted. Ater all, isn’t
the Internet the mot extensive
and resilient network? And aren’t
the connetions on all our devices
becoming fater and fater?

I
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This is partially true. Even though
we use a single term to refer
to the globally inter-conneted
networks that we call “the
Internet”, individual provider’s
networks are engineered in
vatly diferent ways and interconnetions change on a
regular basis.
This can have a disatrous efet
on applications hoted in the
Cloud. While an organisation
might not feel the impat
in accessing applications
locally, the train becomes
a lot more noticeable as the
network ditance lengthens
between application and user.
For an organisation looking
to globalize their ofering or
wanting to provide access into
critical applications in diferent
continents, the challenges of
the public internet’s variable

consitencies can hinder application performance
to the point they become unusable.
Imagine the impat of this on a sotware company
or online gaming publisher who uses a public
IaaS Cloud provider to hot a variety of global
development and tet environments. A poor
Internet connetion could conceivably lead to failed
tets which, in turn, could lead to development and
tet programs having to be re-tarted. The knockon efet of this could be a delay to market with
the latet sotware update or smartphone game.
When individual game revenues can run into tens of
millions of dollars on release, the impat of delayed
revenue due to poor Internet performance can be
material. No mater how extensive or critical your
deployment is, a successful Cloud trategy is not
jut about choosing the right architeture and Cloud
provider. Companies need the right connetivity too.
There are a number of alternative connetivity
solutions that ofer more consitent and reliable
performance than the public Internet, enterprises
can adopt to ensure that their invetment in Cloud
delivers the expeted value.

Reducing the impact of the
Internet on Cloud performance
Firtly, they can selet an ISP that has diret
connetions to Cloud providers and with a global
backbone to carry Cloud traic to all the markets
the enterprise operates in.
This solution ensures traic between end-users
and Cloud applications does not leave the ISP
backbone, therefore avoiding botlenecks and
ineicient routing which are typical of everchanging peerings on the Internet traic. However,
it is very diicult for an enterprise to know at any
time, what path their data traic will take between
their chosen ISP(s) and their Cloud applications.
Even if they ind this out at the time of making their
choice(s), there is a high probability, traic paths will
change repeatedly at any time in the future.
As the network ditance lengthens between user
and Cloud application, the more likely it is that
poor connetivity performance will render these
applications unusable; some applications are
simply too performance-sensitive. Ater all, internet
connetivity remains “bet-eforts” and lacks the
performance guarantees to provide peace-of-mind.

Security, Government regulation
and data sovereignty
Then there’s the widely known issue that Cloud
application traic traversing the public Internet is
susceptible to malicious security atack with atacks
becoming increasingly sophiticated and leading to
tolen funds, cutomer data, and intelletual property.
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Let’s face it; atacks such as
Ditributed Denial of Service
(“DDoS”) or the latet Wanna
Cry Ransomware can be cotly.
Internet security experts VeriSign
etimated that service-denying
atacks can cot up to $300k per
hour in lot revenue. And when
critical network sytems are shut
down, produtivity grinds to a
halt, your brand sufers when
cutomers can’t access your site,
or worse till, become casualties
of a data breach.
And what about enterprises
with users in countries like
China where Internet use is
regulated and traic is routed
by Government-controlled
gateways? For these users,
applications hoted on Cloud
plaforms and accessed over
the Internet simply may not
work, whereas traic routed over
private networks is allowed to
low more freely.
A further consideration when
migrating applications to the
Cloud is data protetion and
compliance. A recent ruling of
the European Court of Jutice
declared the data transfer
agreement between US and
Europe, which is known as “Safe
Harbor”, invalid. This ruling has
wide implications on how enduser data is processed and where
it is tored within the Cloud. The
current fall back, which provides
a basic level of legal protetion
are “model clauses”. If a data
exporter adopts the “tandard
contratual clauses” adopted
by the European Commission
(model clauses), this will provide
an adequate safeguard as
required by law. However, these
mut not be amended and are
therefore limited. The followup to safe harbor, the “privacy
shield” is not yet in place and
been widely criticized across
the EU as being insuicient. The
mot likely outcome therefore is
that enterprises with European
operations will have to ensure
critical end-user data remain

Puritii protects you from air and water pollutants that directly impact your
health every day. You can rely on Puritii to remove toxins and pathogens in the
air you breathe and the water you drink, keeping your home and family safe.

within Europe. Cloud Service
Providers (CSPs) will have to
ensure they are tranparent
with their processes for
toring and handling end-user
information and will need to
clearly pecify and control where
the data physically resides. The
implication is that, due to the
dynamic nature of the Internet,
enterprises conneting to the
Cloud will be increasingly reliant
on private connetions to their
CSPs to ensure end-to-end
control of personal data.

bypasses the public Internet, it increases the
security and minimizes the risk of cyberatacks. Ultimately, this allows an organisation to
access applications fater, more securely and
more cot efetively.

Connecting to public
Clouds over private
networks

The leading Cloud Service Provider (CSPs) are
“on-net” over secure global interconnets into
GCX’s MPLS and Ethernet network, meaning
cutomers can connet to them bypassing the
public Internet. Exiting GCX MPLS and Hybrid
network cutomers are already conneted. For
them, it is simply a case of opening the CLOUD
X Fusion connetion. CLOUD X Fusion is part of
GCX’s CLOUD X porfolio, a proprietary Cloud
Orchetration plaform that ofers Compute,
Storage, network and application services on a
global scale and is controlled by a simple-to-use
user portal.

To overcome these problems,
enterprises can look at diret
private connetions to Cloud
providers via their corporate
network. Private network-toCloud extensions are backed
by SLAs and performance
guarantees similar to those
associated with conneting
into traditional data centers.
The advantage of private
diret connetions is that they
can be delivered from within
the enterprise network to the
immediate beneit of all remote
locations conneted to the WAN,
with connetions opened up as if
the Cloud plaform was “on-net”.
As the Cloud plaform connets
on a private basis and the traic

CLOUD X Fusion from Global Cloud Xchange is
one such performance Cloud connetivity solution
ofering diret connetivity between GCX’s private
MPLS network and the leading Cloud plaforms
including AWS, Microsot Azure and Oice 365,
Google Cloud Plaform and Sotlayer. Through
CLOUD X Fusion, enterprises can reap the beneits
of public Cloud plaforms on a global scale without
compromising on performance or security.

With Cloud Service Providers increasingly making
integration with their plaforms possible through
API, portal-based Cloud orchetration enables
enterprises to operate Cloud environment in a
range of CSP plaforms; providing access into
critical applications in diferent continents, turning
servers up, managing service lifecycles and even
integrating multi-CSP environments, all through a
single global portal.

"As the Cloud platform connects
on a private basis and the trafic
bypasses the public Internet,
it increases the security and
minimizes the risk of cyber-attacks."
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Harnessing the Power
of the Cloud
There’s little doubt that the IT
landscape and infrastructure
needs of the multinational
enterprise will soon barely
resemble the scenario from only
a handful of years ago of the
on-premise data centre, and
capacity-constrained fixed WAN.
As the Cloud market expands
almost exponentially with the
likes of Alibaba Cloud, Tencent
or Baidu offering services
and coverage in markets like
China which simply cannot
be matched by established
players, many “basic” Cloud
services and infrastructure
will become increasingly
commoditized. IT departments
worldwide will be presented
with a variety of service and
geographical coverage that
may on first impression be
daunting and confusing; almost
unachievable, but which once
mastered, will present almost
unimaginable levels of flexibility
at low cost. So, as with global
networking where it is now
widely acknowledged that no
single provider can offer the
best service in every location,
a “multi-vendor” global Cloud
strategy is almost inevitable for
today’s enterprise.
Which further begs the quetion
of how to bet manage a “multiCloud” environment and control
the inevitable “Cloud prawl”.
The answer to this lies in Cloud
orchetration. For the CIO of a
multinational enterprise, portalbased Orchetration means,
he can inally take advantage of
a “multi-Cloud” environment,
providing him access to a diverse
variety of new Cloud players
and services in new markets, all
through a single portal.
And for companies seeking to
reap these beneits and fully
embrace digital transformation,
choosing the right connetivity
will become an incremental part
of any Cloud trategy!
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WANNACRY:

“Move all our IT
back ‘in-house’ –
It’s the only way
to protect us!”
frequent and will penetrate more
organisations as the criminal’s
tools and skills become more
sophiticated and organised over
the next few years.

Craig Felton,
Clover Index

T

he latet
‘wannacry’
ransomware
atack, which
brought down
IT sytems
across the
NHS and other
organisations in May this year,
has provided another “wake-up”
call for the IT indutry. Sadly, I feel
these atacks will become more

In a Client meeting with the MD
of a leading UK Financial Services
Managed Service Provider recently,
we discussed if the “monthly, or
quarterly periodic patch cycle” is
now pat its use-by date? Has the
probability and impat of a virus
/ penetration atack now inally
outweighed the risk of an outage
caused by an unteted patch? I
think maybe so…
For those who have their IT in
the Cloud, an emotional reation
to this latet atack would be to
consider that your IT environment
would be bet brought ‘in-house’
as this is the only true way to
protet you from the perceived
vulnerabilities of being on a shared
infratruture. For those not yet in
the Cloud, perhaps your reation
is to say, “Glad we we’re on our
own kit”.
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In the early days of Cloud computing, one of the
bigget ‘road blocks’ for many organisations
considering a migration to the Cloud would be
to quetion the security risks. I have seen these
reservations pass over the lat couple of years
but I do on occasion, till get the quetion; “How
secure will my IT environment be in the Cloud?”
My reponse is very simple: “If a Cloud Vendor
has a security breach, their business will mot
probably ‘go but’ within a year due to the negative
press, reputational damage, clients leaving, etc.”
Because of this reason, Cloud Vendors will use the
bet security produts, employ the bet security
talent and have tringent third party auditing of
their processes. It’s not in the Cloud Vendors’
commercial interet to skimp in this area and risk
being breached. Conversely, if your environment was
‘in-house’, would your organisation really allocate
the required budget to deploy the bet tools, hire
the bet security taf and gain and regularly validate
external certiication? In mot cases, the answer is
‘probably not’. I personally see the Cloud as a safer
option than having IT ‘in-house’.
Regardless of whether your IT is ‘in-house’ or in the
Cloud, every organisation mut take measures to
protet themselves from this new-age crime, having
expensive irewalls and good anti-virus produts
is, sadly, not enough. Even the FBI advises that
organisations should take the “When will I become

a vitim?” not “Will I become a
vitim?” approach. As such, I’ve
lited below recommendations of
what you should be thinking about
/ doing to give your organisation
the bet chance of protetion:

1. Implement a trit patching
rollout schedule and a procedure
to rollout out critical security
patches as soon as they are
released. The latet Wannacry
security patch was released
by Microsot in March this year.
Yet many organisations had to
reatively deploy this security
patch pot the media coverage?
Avoidance was more good luck
than good management.
2. Don’t run versions of
unsupported operating sytems.
It seems obvious, but I till see
many legacy sytems running on
unsupported OS’. Although the
cots or technical challenges of
upgrading can be subtantial,
security is one of the areas where
having Vendor support is critical.

3. Password complexity, length
and change frequency. Deploy a
good password management tool
for shared sytems that multiple
people access. A further protetion
is to invet in single sign-on tools
that use the AD to authenticate
againt the user as opposed to
multiple people sharing the same
password. There are now some
great Cloud-based tools that can
provide Single Sign-on for ALL your
applications.
4. Deploy (or procure as a service)
a good security monitoring
service for security event and
incident management (SEIM).
These intelligent sytems can
detet for unusual traic on your
network (i.e. “That server has
never poken to that database
before! Raise the alarm!”) thus
providing early warnings if
you’re breached (or internally
compromised).
5. Yearly or even bi-yearly
penetration teting (internally &
externally). Bring in an independent
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party to give you the assurance that the ingress
points into your network are fully locked down.
6. Use good email iltering produts to detet
for malicious emails. Procure a Cloud-based
sytem “in front” of your core email sytem for
email continuity, archiving, audit trail AND mail
iltering beneits.
7. Use Cloud Vendors who are ISO 27001
compliant, thus ensuring they subscribe to, and
are certiied againt indutry leading tandards
for information security.
8. Perform regular taf training and communication
on information security. Social engineering is typically
the gateway for mot hacks. Mot important – “Don’t
click that web link or open that ile if you don’t know
what it is.”
9. Similar to performing your yearly DR tet, perform a
yearly security tet or tet to simulate the outbreak of
a virus. Prove that your (previously deined) processes
and methods are watertight to contain an outbreak
should it occur.
10. Introduce a Chief Information Security Oicer
(CISO) or a virtual CISO (vCISO) role into your
organisation to provide the needed focus this
peciic element of IT now requires.

THE RISE IN
POWER OF THE
NEW TECHNOLOGIST:
FROM BASEMENT
TO BOARDROOM
he world of
Technology
has changed
dramatically over
the pat ten years.
This is nothing
new; technology
has been changing exponentially
throughout time with tartling
and dramatic improvements
happening every second. For
the world of inance, commerce
and business, the change
has recently been seen mot
notably in today’s modern
technologit. Gone are the days
when technology was branded
‘geeky’ and technologits unable
to communicate their ideas and
theories. Today’s technologit
is in the boardroom making
decisions for the overall good of
the company.
The movement from waterfall to
agile methodologies in working
has allowed for much wider
and accepted debate within
the technology world. Where
communication lacked now
discussion is cherished between
business and technology. More
over the world now undertands
that for a company to perform
at its bet the technology team
cannot be secondary to the
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business team for success. The
onset of the agile methodology
in technology has evolved
technology into something where
ideas are debated and the bet
solution is chosen – to get to the
bet solutions input from the
business is paramount.
Agile has allowed for beter
communication between the two
as well as hybrid roles appearing
in the market. The efets on
the marketplace have been
hugely positive as these duel
skill-sets have not jut allowed
for technologits to do more with
technology but also has purred
on the market place to provide
further, more complex solutions.
This has been due to the new
technologits being able to

Nadia EdwardsDashti,
North Starr
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explain their work to the business
around them. With this renewed
undertanding and repet we
are seeing that more and more
technologits are moving into
the boardrooms with their ideas
that will bring signiicant proits to
the business. The efets of that
are rippling down into entry level
roles where the new, modern-day
technologits openly trive to push
and tretch themselves to create
beter solutions without feeling
limited by their irms. Businesses
have been forced to evolve and
prioritise technology, otherwise
see themselves tagnate and get
let behind competitors.
The modern technologit has
reaped the rewards of new
invetment into technology
and the mot inluential people
are using this new level of
communication to further propel
the market forward. Within
the UK epecially London and
the technology scene, we are
already seeing the beneits this is
having on the way technology is
perceived and more importantly
the way our educational sytems
are portraying it. Already we are
seeing the beneits of an inlux
of graduate in the technology
pace. These will be tomorrow’s
technologits and that is an
exciting place to think about. If
technology has risen in power
so exponentially over the pat
few years where will technology
in the UK be in 5 or ten years’
time? With its increased power,
its heighten tatus and its merge
into the business technology is
set to rise again and again over
the coming years and it will be an
exciting thing to be a part of.
We are massive believers in the
future of the New Technologit
and want to work with companies
to help propel them and their
technology taf further forward
in these exciting times! Contat
me or Ehab Roufail (htps://www.
linkedin.com/in/ehabroufail) at
HS Tech Consulting for more
information!

White paper on
Enterprise Agile Adoption
Harrington Starr Technology Consulting is formed of technologits
who are proven experts in their ields, delivering world class projets
across inancial services. Our leadership team consits of a CTO who
has risen through the ranks from development, and a recognised tet
expert in inance. We are experts in innovative Agile Transformation
for our clients bringing a wealth of beneits such as hugely reducing
time to market and exceeding takeholder expetation.
We help companies build environments where change is aged,
new technologies and plaforms are discussed and the culture
is that of success.
This example will showcase jut one success tory and show you
how easily this could be applied to your organisation.

By Ehab Roufail , CEO,
Harrington Starr Technology Consulting

Background

Misconceptions of Agile

Mot organisations employ an annual or biannual
planning cycle to achieve targets. For IT, this implies
inalising and approving a backlog of IT work at the
beginning of a year. Through the year, you are no doubt
familiar with the myriad of reports that tart at projet
level and roll up to programme, department and ultimately
enterprise level.

■ Agile methodologies are not
suitable for the bigget problems and
organisations?
The cooperative, iterative and user-focused
approach to developing sotware works with
smaller irms and scales like a fratal to
larger organisations

Executives don’t have the time or inclination to observe
projets or programmes from close quarters. They do not
monitor progress day-to-day. They want a snapshot of how
a department, programme and all projets are doing at a
given point in time. This allows them to observe, approve
and manage funding, resource allocation, and track
againt annual plans.

■ The cooperative, iterative and userfocused approach to developing sotware
is oten seen as something for smaller
teams and organizations.
In Agile, the same trade-ofs and
methodologies apply to diferent levels of
scale in the organization. For example, a
single scrum team may consit of seven to
nine people and plan in two-week iterations
/ prints with user tories. While a single
Agile program may consit of seven to
nine scrum teams and plan in one-quarter
iterations with cutomer features.

Business Outcome Focussed
Agile delivery measures success on business
outcomes of a projet or feature delivery. Some of
the key metrics being:

■ As an enterprise or projet grows, Agile
will cause teams to lose sight of bigpiture goals, such as managing demand,
architetural runway, database tandards,
dependencies, and trategic planning.
Planning at the development team level
scales to planning sessions at the
Projet and Porfolio level with agile
enterprise metrics that retain the focus
on company KPI’s.

■ What ROI was achieved?
■ What was the increase in prodution throughput?
■ How many sytems where consolidated
and rationalised?
■ What savings were made across a peciied
time period?
■ What was the increase in business opportunities?
■ How much was saved in procurement cots?

>
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Potentially
shippable
product?

FIGURE 2: SCALING THE AGILE ENTERPRISE
TEAM VELOCITY
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Enterprise Agile artefacts
Roadmap

Product Backlog

The produt roadmap is a trategic produt planning
tool that shows how the produt is likely to grow across
several major releases. This creates a continuity of
purpose, facilitates takeholder collaboration, helps
acquire funding, and makes it easier to coordinate the
development and launch of diferent produts.

The Produt Backlog is an ordered lit of everything that
might be needed in the inal produt. In other words,
a wish lit of requirements. All items are described in
simple, non-technical, business language, and all of them
are presentable to every takeholder.

Agile portfolio planning

Strategic level planning

Agile porfolio planning at scale implies that the trategy
is deined by the enterprise and decisions on how much
to invet are driven by value measurement as projets are
incrementally released.

This takes the overhead out of contantly having to
refator capacity / resource management, simplifying
the process and empowering the porfolio level to make
decisions aligning with the corporate trategy.

Moving away from traditional planning

Portfolio level planning

Epics

Organizations are moving away from traditional planning
in order to capture maximum value and avoid unnecessary
overheads / budgetary pending.

Porfolio Managers are empowered to determine which
projets to work on, so long as there are monthly checkins with executives to make sure that the organization is
on track and in alignment.

These describe the reasons why a projet has been
initiated, the objetives that the projet will achieve, and
the metrics that will be used to measure its success. Epics
are comprised of a large colletion of features.

Product level planning

Features

The Produt owner here deines a produt roadmap of
delivery based on the Porfolio plan. This roadmap
plans multiple releases in a prioritised backlog of
produt features.

These comprise:
■ Capabilities that the Produt Owner is intereted in
■ An outline of the value to users
■ A colletion of user tories

Sprint/iteration level planning

Stories

Here the team working with the Produt Owner and
their Scrum Mater deine short ixed-length subsets of
releases, typically 2-4 week time frames that each deliver
value to the roadmap.

Stories describe how various takeholders will interat
with the solution and the needs they have in performing
their assigned tasks and ativities. They should contain a
set of documented outcomes that will comprise the tets
for successful delivery.

Strategic planning with an agile mindset can provide a
transformational shit that if scaled to an enterprise level
can be a game changer.
Then and only then will you see improved operational
efetiveness through the continuous alignment of the
business and technology teams.
The conversation moves from where are we with a projet,
to how much value have we captured so far? If we have
captured 80% of the value and only pent 50% of the
budget should we top there and go for something with a
higher value to efort ratio?

Customer/market
feedback,
opportunity
problem solving

Y

PROD

MARKET

Enterprise Agile planning

Customer
acceptance?

TDD, C1, 800, automated
acceptance testing

COLLA B O RATE

STORY
FIGURE 1: LEVELS OF AGILE PLANNING
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CT STRATEG

Epics
FINANCE

Daily by team member

Roadmap

ITERATION
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Bi-weekly by team

CT TECHNICAL VALIDAT

Quarterly by PO and team

RELEASE

DAILY
STANDUP

PRODU

PRO
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PRODUCT/PROJECT

THE TEAM
1-4 WEEK
SPRINT

Small stories
and tasks

EXEC
UTIVE SCRUM MEETING

Bi-yearly by PO

GROOMING

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

Features

Yearly by PO

Greatest business value to customer

BUSINESS STRATEGY

SPRINT BACKLOG

SMALL STORIES

Greatest business value to future market

Stories

PRODUCT BACKLOG

Ideally this is a goal-oriented produt roadmap that clearly
tates the beneits provided by each major release.

The Produt Backlog is always dynamically changing and
improving, it is never complete. Produt development
should not wait until the backlog is complete before
tarting delivery of the requirements. The irt Sprint can
be tarted as soon as the Produt Backlog has enough
tories deined.

Sprint Backlog
The Sprint Backlog is created during the Sprint Planning
event, which is the irt event in a Sprint. During the Sprint
Planning event, the development Team collaborates on
creating the Sprint Backlog, based on their etimated
work and the etimated capacity of the Team.
The Sprint should have a Goal, which will help describe
the real meaning of the items and diret the eforts of the
Development Team.
The items in the Sprint Backlog are frozen ater the
Sprint Planning, and the Development Team will focus
on delivering an Increment of “Done” based on this plan.
Although the tories are frozen during the print it might
be necessary to get more information and jutify or
remove some of the items. This should be done with the
Produt Owner.
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A success story:
Enterprise Agile Adoption

Measuring the value
to the company
Sprint burndown

Measuring Delivered Value is the mot important
emphasis on metrics for Agile sotware development.
Merely tracking to a plan is not suicient to manage risk.
Thoughtless allegiance to the original plan, in fat, could
assure failure if market conditions (mission parameters) or
assumptions made while building the plan have changed.
The iterative nature of Agile methods protets ponsors
and developers from this trap.

How the success of agile delivery in multiple technology teams pread to the enterprise

As tories in the backlog of work are completed, the chart
diplays the rate and amount of progress.

25
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Day 6
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Day 2

200

Remaining & completed tasks

FIGURE 4: SPRINT BURNDOWN CHART

Day 0

Remaining effor (hours)

250

In measuring the value to the enterprise we sugget
metrics such as:
■ Release burndown
■ Sprint burndown
■ Number of features accepted
■ % of features completed
■ User satisfation on delivered tories
■ Feature cycle time – how long similar sized features
take to be delivered to prodution
■ Defets discovered ater deployment
■ Revenue per feature

Completed
tasks

Ideal
burndown

Remaining
efort

Remaining
tasks

Earned value chart
Release burndown

Earned Value reporting measures whether the amount of
money pent so far on a projet jutiies the amount of
work completed at a point in time.
There are a few variables:
Budget – the etimated cot of your projet. This is
usually decided at the beginning of the projet, and
reviewed infrequently or not at all.
Atual cot (AC) – the proportion of the original budget
your team have pent so far.
Planned value (PV) – the proportion of your projet scope
that was expeted to have been delivered by this time.
Earned value (EV) – the ‘real’ value of the scope that has
atually been delivered so far.

With each completed print, the delivered funtionality
grows, and the release burndown chart depits this
progress.

250
Projetion

200
150

Schedule Variance (SV)
(Time) t1

PRODUCT
STRATEGY
PRODUCT
ROADMAP
RELEASE
PLAN
ITERATION
PLAN

DAILY
PLAN

■ Consolidation to four key porfolio treams
■ Produt Managers from the business leading
each porfolio
■ Produt Owners from the business leading individual
feature delivery teams within each porfolio
■ Multiple Scrum teams per porfolio – with twice monthly
joint planning and review sessions
■ Each Porfolio inherits board level KPI’s and each
feature development across and within teams is
prioritised according to the ROI versus etimated efort

Metrics
Executive Cross Porfolio pack contains the following
per porfolio:
■ Release burndown
■ Sprint burndown
■ % of features completed
■ User satisfation
■ KPI vs ROI vs cycle time
Drilldown to porfolio level contains the following per
Scrum team in the porfolio:
■ Sprint burndown
■ % velocity in tory points
■ % features completed
■ Feature cycle time
■ Defets discovered ater deployment
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Story points

Our client's Agile adoption had pread throughout the
technology department but now needed maturing. The
client needed help with:
■ How to organise and safeguard delivery across
multiple delivery teams
■ How to align delivery with various business funtions
■ How to safeguard delivery across the enterprise for
traditional, Agile and third party projets
■ How to report on relevant metrics for the monthly
board pack that relates to the organisation’s KPI’s

The Solution

And to avoid metrics such as:
■ Lines of code
■ Hours worked
■ Number of defets in development

Measured progress

FIGURE 6: LEVELS
OF ENTERPRISE
AGILE PLANNING

The Challenge

Atual Cot (AC)

Results

Planned value (PV)

■ Delivery focused on atual business beneit
■ Tranparent metrics
■ Aligned deliveries
■ Empowered high preforming teams
■ Key business owner engagement
■ Agile reponsiveness to change

Earned value (EV)
FIGURE 3: RELEASE BURNDOWN CHART

t1

t2

Time
FIGURE 5: EARNED VALUE CHART
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Conclusion

Summary

More and more, organisations and their sytems are moving away
from traditional waterfall development pratices in favour of Agile
methods. Agile methods are efetive for shortening delivery cycles,
delivering incremental value as early as possible in the development
lifecycle, and managing cots. If the beneits of Agile are to be
realised efetively for these organisations, those leading these
enterprise wide Agile development programs and porfolios mut be
luent in metrics used for monitoring.

Of course, the bet measure by far comes diretly from working
sotware and solutions. It’s bet for teams, Agile Release Trains,
managers, program management and porfolio managers to pivot
mot of their measuring atention to this critical fat. Other metrics
outlined above are subordinate to the objetive of keeping the
focus on rapid delivery of quality, working solutions that deliver the
identiied value and return on invetment.
Nevertheless measures are important in the context of enterprise
and to that end we provide some of the approaches that we have
implemented successfully in this white paper.

We continue to learn new and inventive ways of demontrating
progress and diagnosing performance from Agile implementers. The
value of this approach is that it represents a narrative driven by realworld experience.

■ The approach outlined here provides
tranparency and the efetive means
to observe, approve and manage funding,
resource allocation, and track againt
annual plans at enterprise, department
and programme level.

This is jut one of many examples that we
have to highlight the impatful changes we
can make by helping your enterprise in its
digital transformation journey
■ Agile methodologies are suitable for the
bigget problems and organisations in
this world.

■ Agile porfolio planning at scale implies
that the trategy is deined by the
enterprise and decisions on how much to
invet are driven by value measurement as
projets are incrementally released.

■ Agile enterprise delivery focusses success
criteria on business outcome of a projet
or feature delivery.

With its diferent rhythms, paterns, roles and processes, Agile
Scrum is inherently more measurable than prior documentationoriented, indiret, waterfall-based measures of progress.

To transform your business, see the details below.
Alternatively, get in touch with me diretly on:
Email: ehab@harringtontarrtech.com
Mobile: 07984 442 883
WWW.HARRINGTONSTARRTECH.COM UK: +44 203 587 7007 US: +1 646 381 2067 E: INFO@HARRINGTONSTARRTECH.COM
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THE HARRINGTON STARR
TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING
HEALTH CHECK
By Gav Patel, COO,
Harrington Starr Technology Consulting
Someone call for help!
The sands of time top for no one,
leat of all me. As we get older,
the bad habits tart to take their
toll. We get a full medical done,
and it gives us an indication, take
this medication and get more
exercise, always more exercise,
basically more of the good habits
and less of the bad.

cause further complications.
Relating this back to sotware
development and delivery, defets
cot less in a tet environment
than prodution to ix. In an
agile world with the possibility of
frequent releases while the time
in prodution can be mitigated, it
can till be cotly to have a defet
out in the wild.

It’s always good to get a full
medical; at leat early symptoms
can be poted and treated
quickly enough to hopefully not

For personal health, you’d call a
dotor, “who you gonna call” for
your tech? Well… quite simply,
us! Harrington Starr Technology
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Consulting can carry out a health
check on your processes and
sytems.

coding pratices, unnecessary
complexity or other areas
that could require further
invetigation.
The aim is for you to raise the
quality and robutness of your
prodution sotware sytems,
while reducing delivery cycle
times and enhancing your ability
to iterate and innovate in the
market. Other aims include the
ability to adopt and maintain
an atitude of compliance to
regulations and the ability to
manage sotware delivery risks
efetively.

Why would you need a check,
everything seems to be going
well? There’s always room for
improvement. We can all do
things fater, safer and beter.

We look into the behaviour and
culture along with pratices such
as development and operations
collaboration, infratruture
automation, pragmatic agile
processes, and tet, release and
deployment automation. This is
to improve the outcome of your
sotware delivery eforts.

Alternatively, you could have
problems with slow release
cycles, problems accessing
environments, poor quality
teting cycles, ineicient

Previous assessments have
highlighted improvements, where
even the smallet of changes
have had an exponential impat
on produtivity

During the health
check we will

■ Take a tour of the oice
– look at physical paces,
communications, use of boards
■ Objetive gathering – How are
projets and work handled, what
do teams rate as priorities
■ Interviews with the team – Talk
to development managers, tet
managers, produt managers,
business analyts and other
managers reponsible for
requirements
■ How is the team working, do
they feel empowered to deliver?
■ Interviews with senior
managers and take holders
– how is their work being
delivered?
■ Process and role mapping with
the development team followed
by discussion and quetions

We then collate all the information
and feed it back via a presentation
and report.
It takes between 3-5 days
with between 2-6 consultants
depending on the size of the
organisation. A typical health
check we did recently took 3 days,
with four consultants (1 Process,
1 Development, 1 Tet and 1
DevOps).
At the end there is a presentation
highlighting key indings followed
by a report of what’s going well
and improvements that can be
made along with the indings.
Health checks can also be part of
an iteration zero. We can assess
how your current pratices will
impat the projet about to be
undertaken.
Get in touch with us today to
discuss how we can help to
improve your technical health and
enable you to delivery safer, beter
and fater.
–
info@harringtontarrtech.com
0203 587 7007
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WHY BOTHER

It’s fair to say that event technology can have
its challenges; sleepless nights worrying about
Wi-Fi, having to provide charging tations,
delegates who till use the Nokia 5210!

IS
it really worth the
headache?

WITH EVENT

The advance of event technology
has efeted a tep change in
the way events are run in the
same way that the internet has
revolutionised retailing and the
newpaper indutry. There is
no going back and those slow
to adopt have a very tough time
catching up
The smart device is now the
accepted way to consume
content. It is surely a good
thing that the days of printing
brochures are numbered; no
more picking them up from the
loor ater an event and taking
them traight to the shredder. But
this simple, pratical beneit pails
into insigniicance when other
apets are considered.

James
Lawrence,
Duuzra

TECHNOLOGY?
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Providing easy access to content is only part of the
tory. The true value comes from undertanding
how people are using or consuming it. When people
are interating with the content they are giving us
a glimpse into their subconscious thoughts and
interets, ‘telepathy through technology’ if you will.
This realisation moved online retail from simply
diplaying goods via a website to sophiticated
sotware plaforms and mobile apps that can predit
human behaviour to the extent they know what you
need before you even know yourself!
If we accept that the way content is communicated
and ditributed has changed for good, then we
mut accept that event tech has become the ‘new
normal’. This does not mean it needs to provide new
features or gimmicks every year to entertain the
audience. In fat, doing so misses the fundamental
point of where true value lies following the paradigm
shit away from printed material.

Sales, marketing, internal
comms or training?
Unlocking the commercial value of event tech
comes from a deep understanding of what you
are trying to achieve in the first place and then
using the tools available to meet those objectives.
With every event, there will be a vested interest
and somebody footing the bill. Be this Sales,
Marketing, Internal Comms or Training, value
comes from connecting these stakeholders to
their audience in a way that has hitherto been
impossible. The data collected from events can
now be used to provide detailed insight into how
participants have engaged with the content. If
this information is allowed to flow back into the
business in a way that it is easy to analyse and
articulate, then it can underpin the communication
with these people moving forward. This means
more targeted marketing, more effective sales
messaging and more efficient training. Whatever
the underlying agenda for the event, this insight
is helping to provide empirical evidence that
objectives have been met. That oh so elusive
beast….ROI.
The indutry is moving extremely fat and perhaps
more by luck than judgement, event tech providers
may jut have tumbled upon a set of high-level
principles that will move the technology from being
simply a way to communicate at an event, to a way
to communicate period.
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The event is but a moment in
time and forms jut part of a
‘communication continuum’
between the organiser and their
audience. The new generation
of event tech recognises this
fat and is now focusing on
how to bring the advantages
of interative digital content
ditribution to live interations on
a daily basis, from smaller events
and meetings all the way down
to one-to-one presentations
and pitches. Undertanding the
focus of a propet during a live
presentation is no diferent to
an online retailer undertanding
the browsing behaviour of an
‘armchair shopper’. In this
way, the event app, in its mot
fundamental form is simply a way
to gather business intelligence
from a captive audience. The
more intuitive the interface and
the more compelling the content
then the more the audience will
engage and the more data they
will give you.
Suddenly the event app has
moved away from being the bet
china that only comes out a few
times a year to something that
is used every day to prevent you
having to eat your dinner diretly
of the table!
The old adage of ‘no pain, no
gain’ could be an appropriate
one when it comes to event tech,
but with careful planning and the
same level of rigor that is now
applied to many other areas of
the digital world, the gain should
far outweigh a litle pain.
–
Let us at Duuzra show you how
easy it is to use and see for
yourself the potential event
technology can bring to your
organisation.
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generally geared for internal users and partners.
Azure has recently introduced Azure B2C.

Manoj Shah,
ClearPeople

Azure B2C is provisioned as a SAS solution that
will allow organisations to provide an identity and
authentication mechanism for applications that
are provided to their end cutomers. This basically
means that the regitration and sign-in process
can be outsourced to Azure B2C. The sotware
developers no longer need to concern themselves
about toring and securing user information in
their own cutom format and can provide features
such as multi-fator authentication with ease.
Azure B2C provides support for OAuth 2.0 and this
would allow applications to utilise access_tokens
to gain access to resources that are secured by an
authorization server.

T

here is litle doubt that
we are all being exposed
to a huge number of
applications in both our
personal and working lives. It’s
not uncommon to ind that in the
corporate environment there are
a range of services provisioned
some of these are internal
applications that are provisioned
to pre-dominantly employees,
contrators and partners.
Increasingly, some of these
applications make their way to
end cutomers as value added
services or trategic produts.
Traditionally, resources in the
Microsot world have been
controlled through ative
diretories and more recently,
with the provision of Azure
Ative Diretories, there is a
comprehensive identity and
access management solution
available via the Azure Cloud.
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Bearer
token

The key advantage of a
solution like AzureB2C are
 Single Sign-on and Sign-of
 Indutry tandard security
(Cutomer proile data is
secured and maintained by
Microsot)
 Cutomers can use social
accounts such as Facebook,
LinkedIn and Google to sign
in and this funtionality is
maintained by Microsot.

Authorisation server
(v2.0 endpoint)
OAuth client
(native or
web app)

The one limitation with Azure
B2C currently, is the lack of
support for SAML (Security
Assertion Markup Language).
In the medium term, this is
likely to change and it’s worth
considering utilising AzureB2C
for handling the security of
cutomer facing applications in
your organisation.

Resource
server
(REST API)

 A uniied and branded signin, regitration and forgoten
password experience
 High Availability and
Scalability out of the box

Resource owner (end user)

Azure B2C extends OAuth2.0 and OpenID
Connet through a concept of policies. Policies
allow operations beyond authorization and
authentication and can be cutomised to meet
cutom requirements further these policies can be
used across multiple applications.

 Multifator Authentication
without hassle

The following diagram provides an overview on
how a web application can utilise Azure B2C:
V2.0 endpoint
(htps://login.microsotonline.com/<tenant>/oauth2/v2.0/authorize)

What’s important to note is
that Azure ative diretories
are really geared at allowing
organisations to integrate line
of business applications or
SAS applications. The Azure
AD application gallery provides
a huge number of applications
such as box, yammer twiter that
can all be conigured for single
sign on.

User navigates to web application
Web app redirets user to Azure AD, indicating the policy to execute
User completes policy
Returns id_token to browser
POSTs id_token to rediret URI
Validates
id_token,
sets
session
cookie

The important thing to note
is that Azure Ad solutions are

Returns secure page to user
Browser

Web server
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Try it free today

Liberate Your
Applications
MyQuickCloud lets you liberate your applications from within your company firewalls, without having
to deploy additional hardware or network security. Simply run MyQuickcloud on your servers and
give your users remote access to any Windows based application, quickly and without the need to
change your infrastructure.
MyQuickCloud creates secure, encypted outbound connections from your server and from your
remote users giving them a cloud like experience without the need to migrate data.
Deliver individual applications or create digital workspaces for users.
Whether for the whole business, project teams or a single user, MyQuickCloud can be deployed
in minutes and comes with a fully featured management portal, simple low cost per user pricing,
no long contract tie in.
Try it free today and liberate your applications.
DELIVER APPLICATIONS
Deliver any Windows based application to user’s devices
in minutes.
Supports Windows, Mac OS, iOS and Android.

MANAGE SERVERS
Don’t burden yourself with the complexities of other
technologies. Deliver what you need, when you need
to.

CREATE DIGITAL WORKSPACES
Create virtual desktops and digital workspaces for your
users.

CREATE A USER “CLOUD’ FROM THEIR OWN PC
Run MyQuickCloud on a users PC and you can create a personal cloud and give them remote access to
their individual machine.

THE
IDEAL
SALES
PERSON
sales person needs to be hungry
for success and retless to excel no
mater how far along in their career
they are. It can sometimes feel like
once a sales person has proven
themselves as an efetive new
business individual, their focus switches and they are
drawn to managing accounts. This has resulted in a
shortage of experienced ‘new business hunters’ in
the senior market pace!

impat on success a trong
relationship with the pre-sales
team can have.

A

It is also becoming common for sales individuals to
focus on their base salary, as opposed to the overall
OTE. Usually, if the company has a good produt and
a comfortable place in the market, they don’t need
to tempt sales people with high base salaries - so it
may be more of a risk than a security if you’re ofered
a huge basic salary.

Ani Lputian,
North Starr

Of course, a good beneits package is always
important, however the quetions you should be
asking are ‘what is the cap on commission?’, ‘What’s
the mot a sales person in your team has taken home
in a year?' and 'what accelerators are in place if I
exceed targets?’. This is what employers want to hear
from their sales people.

Another necessary skill is the
ability to open the door without
a marketing team. A lot of
employers tend to emphasise
this, as the sales individual should
not depend on marketeers to pass
on leads. In other terms, sales
individuals mut have the ability
to bring on new logos personally,
and can share ideas with the
marketing teams on what they feel
may be a useful campaign to build
the brand further, not the other
way around!
Finally, sales people mut be
organised and diligent. One of the
mot overlooked and tedious parts
of a sales role can be the admin,
trategy and building a pipeline.
Nonetheless, organisation is key.
If you believe you tick these boxes
and are an ideal sales person then get in touch on 020 3587
7007. This proile is sought ater
in the market pace, and demand
outweighs supply.

Collaboration is also an essential trait for any sales
individual. Sales people have to work daily with their
technical pecialits therefore it’s important to be a
supportive team player and communicate efetively.
A number of sales tudies have demontrated the
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How to
L
achieve ‘The
Impossible’
“Achieving the Impossible” sounds like a contradition in terms, doesn’t
it? The word that causes us the issues is the word “impossible”. It’s an
intereting word. In my humble opinion, the word “impossible” is one of
the mot commonly misused words in the English language. When we say
“impossible”, we normally mean something diferent. The word impossible
has a bedfellow; the word “can’t”. When we say “can’t” we don’t mean
“can’t”, we mean something else.

et me give you an example.
Imagine the scene… it is
Sunday morning in the
Hartley household. My
eldet daughter wanders into
the kitchen and says “Daddy, this
maths homework is impossible”.
“Oh”, I said, “that’s good”. “Why
is that good?”, she asked.
“Well”, I replied, “whitling was
impossible, but you managed
that. Clicking your ingers was
impossible, too. So was swimming
without armbands and I deinitely
remember you telling me that
riding your bike without tabilisers
was impossible. But, you can
do all of those. So, if this maths
homework is also impossible, I
reckon you’ll be able to do it”. And,
of course, she did.
In 1930 French entomologit,
Augut Magnan, noted that it was
‘impossible’ for bumble bees to ly.
Obviously, no-one told the bees.
When we say “impossible”, we
might mean “it’s very diicult” or
“I don’t know how to” or “I don’t
believe that I can”. It’s similar when
we say the word “can’t”. Normally,
“can’t” atually means “I don’t
want to” or “I’m not willing to do
what it takes”.

Simon Hartley,
Be World Class

There are some people that don’t
tend to use the words impossible
or can’t. These are the people that
achieve incredible things, they
change the course of hitory and
make an indelible mark on the
world. These people take on the
challenges that mot people will
tell you are “impossible”.
During the lat few years I’ve
become curious to know
how people take on massive
challenges. How do people
succeed in challenges that
are daunting and seemingly
impossible? Interetingly, those
who succeed tend to have a
diferent perception of what
contitutes ‘impossible’. The fat
is, ‘impossible’ is an opinion; it is
not absolute. One thing that I have
noticed, is that those who achieve
extraordinary things oten tart out
with some prety big ideas. They
are dreamers!
Let’s consider a few examples…
Walt Disney was the man who
dreamed of building an entire
fairy-tale world, with an enormous
princess catle, in the middle of
a swamp jut outside of Orlando.
Great idea! Can you imagine the
conversation he had with his
bank manager when he asked for
a loan? Did you know that Walt
Disney was rejeted 302 times
before he inally secured the
inance for Disneyland?
What about Thomas Edison? He
dreamed of using eletricity to
light up our homes. Did you know
that it took him approximately
10,000 atempts to create a
commercially viable light bulb?
Ater more than 9000 failed
atempts, I wonder if anyone said,
“Maybe you should give up on this
dat light-bulb-thingy of yours, it’s
obviously not possible”.
Richard Branson dreams of
making commercial pace light
a reality. Originally, Branson
predited that the irt paying
cutomers would be in orbit in
2007. Almot 10 years, and many
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prototypes later, he has predited that they will inally
take-of this year. All I would say is… watch this pace
(pun deinitely intended)!
All these people had big dreams.
Dr Martin Luther King was the pator at Dexter
Avenue Baptit Church in Montgomery, Alabama;
the town where Rosa Parks was famously arreted
because she wouldn’t give up her seat for a white
man. Martin Luther King tarted campaigning for civil
rights locally and regionally. He didn’t set out to be a
leader, but people followed… because this man had
a dream!
It’s no surprise that those who achieve incredible
things have a dream.
Have you ever noticed… dreams are not sensible!
Some people opt for SMART thinking and set
SMARTER goals. I’ve read lots of books and litened
to lots of gurus who advocate seting SMARTER
goals. There are lots of acronyms. One of the more
popular, says that we should set goals that are
Speciic, Measureable, Achievable, Realitic, TimeBound, Evaluate(able) and Relevant.
When I look at those, I ask myself a quetion. Did
Walt Disney set SMARTER goals? Could we describe
building a fairy-tale palace in the middle of a swamp
as ‘Realitic’ ‘Atainable’ or ‘Relevant’? What about
commercial pace-light or equal rights for black
Americans? Let’s be honet, those are not SMARTER
goals.
In fat, they’re DUMBER goals. They are Dat,
Unrealitic, Mental, Bonkers, Exciting and Ridiculous.
So, how do we go about seting DUMBER goals?
Richard Branson was asked how he dreamed of the
Virgin Galatic projet. He said…
"At the time we put out the Sex Pitols, people
thought we were taking a giant risk. Then the train
network. Each of these was a building block that
gave me the conidence to dream even bigger. When
I tarted Virgin Atlantic, I knew nothing about running
airlines. I jut felt somebody should be able to do it
beter than British Airways. By then I'd learned what
a company is. A company is, you go and ind the bet
people. We got the chief technical oicer from British
Caledonian, so we knew it was going to be safe,
then we got a lot of creative people who weren't from
the airline world to go and shake up the business.
Starting a paceship company is not that dissimilar."
So, it seems that big dreams are sometimes
created…
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One tep at a time… One choice at
a time… One quetion at a time.
What would happen if we changed
the conversation between our
ears? Intead of saying, “There’s
no way…”, what if we asked, “How
could we…?”. What would happen
if we changed the way we looked
at the challenge? I’ve watched
many people atempting to take
on challenges. Oten the hardet
part is simply geting tarted.
If you were tanding at the foot
of the mountain looking up at
the peak, you might think, “Gulp.
That’s a huge mountain”. However,
if you look at the footpath in front
of you, you might think “That
seems easy enough”.
“Continuous efort, not trength or
intelligence, is the key to unlocking
your potential”, Winton Churchill.
A friend of mine talks of ‘The Law
of Persitence”. This law tates
that if you continually take trides
in the diretion that you want to
go, there is only one possible
outcome. Eventually, you will get
there.
The truth is, we’re oten capable of
far more than we believe. Intead
of aiming for a ‘realitic’ target,
what would happen if you aimed
to do as much as you could?
What would happen if you set
some DUMBER goals, rather than
SMARTER ones? What would you
be capable of?
I published a book in April, called
“Could I Do That?”, which explains
how people take on and achieve
“impossible” challenges. On the
very lat page, it says this…
SMARTER goals give us ways to
achieve our dreams
DUMBER goals give us dreams
worth achieving
_
To ind out how other people
take on seemingly impossible
challenges, read ‘Could I Do
That?’.

This

article aims to give the reader
a glimpse into the future, how
‘business’ as we know it will
change irrevocably, in large part
due to the role that ‘IOT’ and
‘EOT’ will play. Much like how, ten
years ago, it would have been
impossible to imagine holding our
phones up to a card machine in
order to make a transation, we
know that change is a-comin’ but
how, we cannot exatly say. We
can see the theory take shape but
very litle of the pratice is in place.
Although I am sure many of you
will know of the term ‘Internet
of Things’ (IOT), I thought I’d
tart this by running through a
brief overview of what ‘IOT’ is. In
simple terms, IOT is a network of
conneted devices which peak
to each other via the internet in
order to make life more eicient
for the owner. Everyday examples
are the NEST Thermotat (learns
your family’s routines and will
adjut heat accordingly and
can be controlled remotely), the
Petnet Smart Pet Feeder (which
knows your pets’ routine and will
feed them automatically. Not only

that, but will reorder the pet food
when it knows it has run out.) and
the Samsung SmartThings hub
which can control all manner of
devices in the home like locks,
lights, heating, music and cofee
machines (example - your friend
is at your front door and you can
unlock the door remotely when
you’re till tuck in traic ive
minutes away.)
With this in mind, we are tarting
to move away from the fun,
consumer led IOT produts and
business leaders are beginning
to realise the serious, potential
business implications and
powerful uses of these conneted
devices within the Enterprise, the
Enterprise of Things (EOT.)
There are some EOT examples
out there already which we can
draw upon like Virgin with their
intelligent Boeing 787s. These
have an internet connetion within
every individual part of the plane
and can report any mechanical
issues back to a central sytem.
The Spanish city of Barcelona
has pent the lat 8 years
turning itself into a conneted
powerhouse. They utilised their
exiting powerful ibre optic
capabilities (laid 30 years ago) to

connet the people and the city of
Barcelona together into a big EOT
mesh (or maybe City of Things?)
Smart meters monitor the energy
consumption of the city and can
tell analyts where this could be
made more eicient. Household
wate is thrown into ‘smart bins’
which monitor the build-up of
wate and can re-diret the
colletion routes if needed. Public
lights dim automatically when
there is no one around, but sense
movement and light up when
needed. They also tet air quality
and report back on pollution
levels. Drivers in Barcelona
are advised as to where there
are free parking paces which
subsequently has had a knockon efet with solving congetion
problems in the city and reducing
emissions.
Even with these exciting uses
of EOT, the role and future is not
deined properly and the sheer
scope has not yet been realised. It
is supeted that the true value of
EOT will not emerge until we use a
network of devices that don’t even
exit yet. Over the next few years,
pioneering businesses will be
jotling to position themselves as
leaders within the EOT ield. Many
companies felt like they were

Eleanor Burt,
B60
lagging behind with the uptake
of business uses for mobile apps
and want to make sure they are
ahead of the curve with this next
development.
The positives of implementing an
EOT trategy over the next few
years will obviously be diferent
depending on business size,
revenue and indutry, however
we can make some educated
guesses as to what the universal
beneits will be – namely increased
eiciency, produtivity and data
colletion. Workers will become
more eicient when, for example,
the room they walk into is
ativated by voice recognition and
automatically logs them onto their
computer (and gets the cofee
machine going!) Produtivity will
increase with the advancing ability

of devices to pick up the more
menial work or writ monitors
informing the employees that they
are tressed, not performing at
optimum levels and need a iveminute break due to lutuations in
their heart rate. The sheer amount
of data colleted by these devices
within the Enterprise will be
analysed sytematically and will
be able to give employers detailed
reports on their cutomers,
produts and/or employees.
However, along with the myriad of
likely positives of implementing
EOT, like increasing eiciency or
data analysis, there are potential
issues which will make it diicult
for organisations to want to
take the plunge and run risky
tet trategies within their own
Enterprise.
As B60 sees it, the two obvious
problems businesses will
run across when deploying
an efetive EOT trategy will
be irtly, facilitating big data
solutions and secondly, ensuring
that privacy and security are not
compromised. Enterprises mut
be able to tore, access, analyse
and at upon the vat quantities
of data that their EOT devices
will be providing to them in close

to ‘real time’, otherwise they risk
losing the beneits that such a
sophiticated eco-sytem can
bring to them. This may mean
some serious and expensive
changes to a company’s
infratruture. Secondly, whilt
things like voice recognition and
colleting personal information
are extremely atrative to
increase eiciency in tailoring
processes uniquely to the
individual using the device, there
are serious quetions thrown up
as to what happens with that data
(privacy) and how is it safely tored
and proteted from cyber-atacks
(security.) The more conneted an
Enterprise is, there is an argument
that the easier it’ll be to take it
down in one fell swoop.
Depite the envisioned risks
involved with EOT, many
Enterprises realise there is
no harm in looking into hiring
enterprise trategy consultants
to advise on how EOT could work
within their pace. It may take a
few years of tentative teps and
planning, but once EOT becomes
more maintream and conidence
grows, the need to be proative is
of the upmot importance in order
to maintain the competitive edge
in a forever changing world.

Moving on from the

‘IOT’ to the ‘EOT’
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MY
RECRUITMENT
EXPERIENCE;
FROM A CANDIDATE
PERSPECTIVE

I

have recently joined
North Starr, ater nine
successful and enjoyable
years building recruitment
teams for my previous
company, I felt the time was right
to tart a new challenge. Ater 13
years of interviewing and hiring
for my own teams (as well as
advising cutomers on how to
do this mot efetively) it was
an incredibly eye opening and
valuable experience to see, and
moreover, feel the job search
process from a candidate’s
perpetive.

each business, the role, growth plans, development
and package, etc. trying to score them accordingly
there was, equal to all these fators, one less
tangible criteria. Where or who, on a personal level,
did I feel that I built the bet relationship and who
did I ultimately trut the mot to help me become
beter at my job.

Elliott Broom,
North Starr
one that had been ive minutes
late for four out of every ive
interviews I atended. Probably
safe to say it wouldn’t!

Whilt this may seem obvious at bet, or a litle lufy
at wort, it did make me quetion what experience
had previous applicants had during my own hiring
campaigns. I have certainly previously been
guilty of some of the points I made above. How
much emphasis do we put on ensuring that we as
employers are selling ourselves and our company to
a potential hire rather than jut grilling them on their
capability?

Identiication
Fortunately, I work in a job-heavy/
candidate-short indutry and
the opportunities available on
the market were plentiful. Whilt
seleting who I would enter into
the process with, I asked myself
the following quetions: “Is the
company’s USP and purpose
clearly identiiable?”; “How
clear an undertanding of the
role and business does the
agent have that has presented
the opportunity to me?” As you
could imagine, this eliminated
a lot of organisations early on,
maybe wrongly, but changing
job is an incredibly big decision
and therefore those irms that
are aware their employer brand
tarts way before a candidate
has even set foot through the
door, puts them a tep ahead and
provides access to the widet
(and therefore tronget) pool of
candidates possible.

Interviewing
A small yet not insigniicant point
of note was that hiring managers’
(in my experience) expetations
of an interviewee is very diferent
to their own as far as puntuality
goes. Genuinely out of 20+
interviews I atended (and was on
time for!!) I would say that at leat
80% of them tarted at leat
ive minutes late. Completely
ine by me, I appreciate that
people are busy, but I do wonder
if the feedback would have been
equally forgiving if I were the

I treated each interview as
I would an important client
meeting; researched the
business, noted the backgrounds
of a number of their key
employers and came armed with
quetions around the businesses
future plans and challenges.
Similar to the puntuality issue, I
felt that in many cases, the level
of prep from hiring managers
was undertandably less and in
some intances non-exitent.
Those that I felt mot engaged
by had clearly researched my
background beyond grabbing
my CV of the printer on the way
to the interview room and were,
therefore, ready to quetion/
challenge me in peciic areas
rather than jut ask me to
lit through the roles I have
completed. This had probably
the single bigget baring as to
who I wanted to progress with,
also worth noting the irms that
challenged/prepared were also
the ones that clearly detailed
their process and timescales
from day one, a truture of
events and agenda around who
and what would be discussed
and when.

Decision Making
Ater going through a number of
processes to completion, I was in
the fortunate position to receive
some good ofers with some
great irms. Whilt I poke to my
family and went diligently through
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My tips to hirers
Talk unashamedly, passionately and loudly about
what your business does and what you want to
become across all mediums, there is litle or no
excuse in this digital age for this message to not
be clearly identiiable by even the mot passive of
candidates.
Put the same level of care and atention into your
process as you would expet of the applicant. That
isn’t to say you can’t or shouldn’t disagree and
challenge them on certain tasks, quite the opposite.
The bet interviews I atended were, in a lot of
cases, the toughet ones. Interviews in which I was
challenged extensively by a hiring manager let me
know that I would be developed professionally and
that they were intereted in and valued my opinions.
The companies that had clearly prepared to the
same level I had, I have since recommended to
other cutomers or peers if I cannot help myself
regardless of how the process ended.
Be authentic and at with integrity, a candidate that
is atively looking, and quite possibly interviewing,
with your competitors will probably be aware of
some of your challenges, not only your successes.
Be honet about this, tackle it head on and don’t shy
away from a tough conversation.
Give feedback. Good or bad. To put it in context, if
you have a candidate turn an ofer down to work for
you then you would, rightly, want to know exatly
why they made that decision and what you could
do to change their mind. How many times do we
ensure that unsuccessful candidates get the same
level of feedback?

THE DEFINITIVE
INTERVIEW GUIDE
by Nadia Edwards-Dashti

PART Interview advice

3

for technologists
– giving yourself
the best shot

Often throughout interviews technologists are quizzed
with very specific technical questions that, more often
than not, they’re unable to answer 100% correctly.
These questions are commonly asked not just to
get the accurate answer but instead to see how the
individual acts under pressure, or how they will deal
with that particular situation. It tends to be what they
will do next that gets the attention of the interviewers
and reading below you will see a number of instances
that have happened recently that have allowed our
technologists to be successful even when they did not
know that specific answer.
1. Most commonly even when someone does not know
the answer to a question, if they are able to explain
where they have used something similar or how they
have handled a comparable problem successfully, they
will still be considered successful in the interview.
2. Commonly, simply being truthful that you do not
know the answer and why you have not come across
this particular technology or skill set, accompanied by
explaining a passion to learn it, can get you through
this stage. Providing an example of when you may
have had to learn something new in the past and what

you do with that learned skill now can help to build the
interviewers confidence in your ability.
3. The third most interesting of the top three things
you can do to help you get past the tricky technical
question in interview is actually having left the
interview itself going home and researching the
answer. Having done so, it is important that you get
back in touch with your recruiter or that manager to
explain the research that you’ve done and how it was
imperative to you to find that solution so that you
could be continually learning and improving yourself
within your technology sector.
These scenarios have happened time and time again
over the recent months and have allowed people
who would normally have failed at interview stage to
succeed purely because they were honest, passionate
or just wanting to continually learn their craft.
The more successful technologists are going into
interviews knowing they will never have 100% of
the technology answers correct, but instead feeling
confident they will always be able to learn and be
better equipped to get to the right solution.
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PART Testing the limits

4

– the top 7 online
tests for today’s
technologist

Throughout the course of this year, the market
has taken technology hiring by storm and it
is especially interesting to see a number of
new testing bodies emerge to help technology
managers and CIOs determine the technology
competency of their desired hire. It may be the bane
of many technologist’s existence, but testing their
skills has been commonplace in the marketplace
for many years.
The reason technologists don’t favour testing their
skills through online or paper tests can be complex.
Put simply, most tests historically don’t necessarily
test the selected candidate for the skill-set they
have, but instead a generic skill-set that perhaps
they learnt many years ago, leaving them racking
their brains in a false environment believing that
the answer would only be seconds (and a quick
Google search) away.
Nevertheless, the technology community is still a
very binary one and based largely on data and as
such, they will always want to ensure that each
new technologist has passed some sort of test to
feel comfortable that the new person can do the
job they were selected for. Here is a list of the most
popular tests on the market:
1. Brainbench – a traditional approach that gets
tougher as you go on to know your boundaries
2. Hackerank – one of my favourites as it allows
for creativity and feels more like a test created by
programmers for programmers

5. IKM – lots of modules, lots of sections, gets
harder as you go but very detailed results
immediately. Results pages found easily to help
others prepare.
6. Expert Rating – more of a set academic
certification site rather than bespoke testing
service
7. Codility – a tougher practise test can sometimes
put people off but it allows for writing code from
scratch and time for you to run your program before
submitting.
Whether popular with those who take them or
not, online testing is certainly becoming less time
consuming and more flexible with some of these
online companies never producing the same test
twice and others increasing the difficulty as more
questions are answered correctly.
With technology changing so rapidly it’s difficult to
know which is the right one to use is. Either way,
I am a massive advocate of meeting the person,
knowing their passion, knowing how they handle
problems and knowing if the will work hard to learn
new skills.
Each of these firms have made remarkable headway
towards their goal of making each test relevant
to the firm and the individual taking it to ensure
its importance. It is a positive change that a
large proportion of these tests are now becoming
focussed on task activity rather than memorising
syntax.

3. Test Dome – allows you as a company to tailor
your test to a much more in-depth level than before
4. Test4Geeks – you can choose between a quiz
(more traditional) or code review (more interactive)
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Ray Bricknell
Managing Diretor –
Clover Index/behind
every cloud
Tell us a bit about the business
So, the Clover index was atually
derived from another business
called behind every cloud, which is
our consulting business.
Behind every cloud is centred
on providing cloud-centric
consultancy to a niche market in
the mid-sized inance setor in
the UK, driven by a number of
reasons, which we will touch
on later.
The Clover Index was a
recognition of the fat that we
ultimately wanted to create a
produt and that produt is a
benchmarking tandard that
allows less experienced and
less knowledgeable resources to
make good decisions on who to
use for private and hybrid cloud
deployments, without necessarily
knowing all the details about how
to do that, so it is a shortliting tool,
essentially.

How does the sytem you’ve
developed help clients in your
target area?
The fundamental premise is that
it’s an extremely complex decision
when you are deciding to outsource
your IT infratruture in any shape
or form, whether that be cloud or
typical managed services or even
jut hiring resources or contrators
to run it for you on premises. That’s
a skillset that is rare, it is also a
decision you might make once in
three to ive years and it is also
something that is expensive to do.
So, we could see a patern
emerging in the market that
businesses would go through this
process with us as consultants,
paying us quite a lot of money,
sometimes in excess of £200k
over six months, to help them
selet the perfet MSP for their
outsourcing and at the end of that
process it would break our hearts
when all of the RFP process and
documentation for the vendors
would jut go of the side of the
desk and into the bin. All that was
kept was a summary audit trail to
say we had made the decision
properly and perhaps, the proposal
from the winning vendor to refer
to in the future but that wouldn’t

We saw an opportunity to
build a learning engine that
would beneit from repetitive
engagements and would gather
information about those vendors
with a goal to collapsing that time
and cost down to much, much less
for that shortlisting exercise.
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even form part of the contrat, as a
general rule.
So, we saw an opportunity to build
a learning engine that would beneit
from repetitive engagements
and would gather information
about those vendors with a goal
to collapsing that time and cot
down to much, much less for
that shortliting exercise. We’ve
identiied 216 cloud vendors now,
in the UK market. In our view, only
one third of those are a good it for
mid-sized inance, a smaller set
till would make a good it for the
sub-groups of smaller clients, larger
clients, global clients, clients who
require a full outsource model or
jut desktop support, and so on. We
like to get our clients to that initial
lit of about 60 vendors that would
be a good it for their regulated
inance setor, use bet pratises to
then help them, very quickly, narrow
that down to around ive to ten that
they can engage with more closely.
Do you ind it diicult to get
people to look pat the “big 3”
(Amazon, Google and Azure)
public cloud vendors?
We appreciate that they have
a great role to play in providing
services to certain workload type
in our market. In the inance setor
at the moment though, I think there
is a broad recognition, epecially
in mid-size inance irms, that for
certain workloads, particularly
around regulations, compliance,
disater recovery and so on,
jumping traight to public cloud is
not the answer, yet. This is because
it typically involves re-engineering
applications, working out how
you’re going to do disater recovery
separately, there are till a whole
load of un-answered quetions

around audit trails, compliance
and a bunch of other things that
scare inance irms quite a lot! As a
general rule, there are some irms
showing interet in it and some that
are being born in that model and
building applications within that, as
it should be, but for the next three
to ive years, certainly, I can till see
us doing a lot more of the private
or hybrid cloud deployments which
is what we are focussing on at the
moment.
What’s your background and
how did Clover come about?
I was formerly CTO at an $8billion
lited hedge fund until the fund
“fell of a clif” in the 2008 global
inancial crisis and as a result
the COO told me we had to cut
our cots in IT, we had 17 IT taf
and we were pending about
$2.7 million on IT each year and
so I had been advocating since I
joined that we should be looking at
outsourcing. I irmly believed that
we could buy what we were doing
beter and cheaper than what we
were doing ourselves and so that
was where the idea for Clover
really tarted. I had conduted the
vendor comparisons and, in the
end, brought in 17 diferent vendors
myself and realised that there
were two groups of vendors: the
incumbents, the usual supets in
that niche market and then there
were the bigger vendors who had
much more intitutional qualities
without any real idea as to how
to engage with the hedge fund
niche or mid-size inance market.
Winding forward the clock and
things haven’t changed all that
much on that front! IT companies
are till quite bad at articulating
their value proposition in the
words of the client. It was that RFP

We came up with a very simple
transparent commercial model
that meets those aims. We don’t
charge MSPs to participate or
be analysed by the tool. We
don’t charge clients to use the
tool to shortlist.

process that ated as an “Aha!”
moment for me and led me to think
“there’s an opportunity here… for
me to ind all the bet vendors and
get them ready for when the bigger
hedge fund clients were going to
try and move over to the cloud”. Six
years on we have been endorsed
by the Cloud Indutry Forum,
been named Highly Commended
inalits for the Mot innovative
SMB produt at the UK Cloud
Awards, and we are rolling along,
gathering pace.
So how does someone tart
to use Clover to shortlit
vendors?
It couldn’t be easier. Go to www.
cloverindex.com and click on the
link to tart shortliting vendors.
The sytem gives you a great deal
of “try before you buy” sample
detailed data for MSPs that might
suit your needs – and we don’t
even ask you to tell us who you are
until you are convinced the data
presented is useful to you.
Because we are 100% tranparent
about HOW we analyse MSPs, you
might also ind that the information
we provide about the Clover index
tandard on the site informs your
thinking.
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What does it cot?
Well because we wanted to
become the ubiquitous tandard
for Cloud Comparison in the UK,
we recognised that we couldn’t
present barriers to involvement by
the MSPs or to usage by our clients.
We also though long and hard
about where the value of what is do
is manifeted. We came up with a
very simple tranparent commercial
model that meets those aims. We
don’t charge MSPs to participate
or be analysed by the tool. We
don’t charge clients to use the tool
to shortlit. Intead the sytem is
funded by a model whereby only
vendors who successfully contrat
with clients though the sytem
pay us a modet 5% of year 1
referral fee. We don’t negotiate on
that fee, ever, because remaining
unconlited, independent and
fair in all circumtances is a
fundamental pillar of our value
proposition. Of course, the buying
client is probably really paying for
this uplited Y1 MSP fee (depending
how the MSP handles it in their bid),
but they are paying ater they have
had the value from the sytem.
You can see the entire interview
with Ray at Harrington Starr TV on
YouTube

The Financial Technologist
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF OLLY

Hongbin Zhuang,
Emotech

Emotech was founded by Hongbin Zhuang, alongside
co-founders Chelsea Chen and Jan Medvesek. They
are a London-based robotics tartup exploring
how to improve relationships between people and
technology. With the vision of creating a “Smart
Lifetyle Assitant” with a “unique personality”
inluenced by the persona of its owner, Emotech have
atrated international recognition and look set to
make what was mere science ition, a reality.

The Next
Revolution
The most innovative
names talk
Invetment Tech | Wealth Tech
RegTech | Robo-advisor
Microservices | Big Data

time. That said, some of them found it impressive and even cute,
but we had to go with the majority.

From the irt generation to the Olly we see now, the
changes are radical. What is the philosophy behind the
design of Olly?
From the irt generation, I think the idea has been quite
consitent. Our goal is the integration of emotion and technology,
and changing the relationship between people and technology.

The movement is key to the design of the current sytem. Before,
as you can see from the previous designs, they are all tatic.
While the third version could roll a litle bit, the latet version has
quite a lot of freedom and movement.This makes the assitant
much more expressive. Of course, there are till lots of features;
we are trying to make the voice interations as natural as possible
so a screen isn’t necessary.

I’m very intereted in the third version of Olly, where he
has an eye. The pitures have been shown several times
in the TechCrunch report. Why did you setle on a inal
design without the eye?
The irt and third version have an interface like a human face.
The irt one used emojis as inpiration, showing a smile and an
amazed expression. The third version used an eye to conveying
emotion intead. They all have human qualities at the core of their
design. They are human like, and show emotions. The current Olly
does this with movement, rather than facial, or eye expressions.
It was during the user research, and through interation with
the prototypes, that we tarted to feel there was no need for a
concrete interface to show emotion. Also, some tet users had
some concerns about the eye and face looking at them all the

It is obvious that Olly is your mot advanced smart
assitant so far; what do you like the mot about Olly in
terms of the design?
We are one of the irt companies in the world to tudy how
to make the interations with a personal assitant robot more
emotional. Based on this diretion, we created a new perpetive
of how people build a relationship with technology and interat
with technology. I would say Olly covers almot all of the potential
relationship elements possible between people and technology. I
think this is the point that I like mot about Olly.

plus
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There’s one peak we Britons have failed to
conquer for almost half a century.

The 2017 salary trends
p e r m a n e n t

c o n t r a c t

JNR

MID

SNR

JNR

MID

SNR

Front End Technologies

£25k

£35k

£55k

•

£300

£500

typically london rates
development

C#.NET

£25k

£50k

£70k

•

£375

£550

C++/Java/Embedded

£30k

£50k

£70k

•

£400

£500

JavaScript

£35k

£65k

£80k

•

£350

£500

Mobile

£30k

£40k

£65k

•

£375

£550

Testing

£25k

£50k

£70k

•

£300

£450

DBA & SQL

£25k

£50k

£70k

•

£300

£400

Python

£40k

£55k

£70k

•

£400

£500

Service Desk

£25k

£28k

£30k

£150

£250

•

Network Engineer

£30k

£35k

£40k

•

£250

£350

Infrastructure Engineer

£40k

£50k

£60k

•

£350

£450

Application Support

£30k

£40k

£50k

•

£250

£400

Specialist Consultant

£50k

£60k

£70k

•

£450

£550

•

£60k

£80k

•

•

£500

Information Risk Management

£40k

£50k

£75k

•

£300

£500

Perimiter Security (inc. Pen Test)

£40k

£60k

£80k

•

£350

£550

infrastructure

Cloud & DevOps

security

Network Security

£35k

£55k

£75k

•

£300

£450

Incident Response

£35k

£50k

£60k

•

£300

£450

Application Security

£35k

£50k

£70k

•

£300

£500

Telecommunications

£25k

£60k

£80k

•

•

•

Cloud and hosting

£35k

£70k

£85k

•

•

•

Market data

£25k

£55k

£75k

•

•

•

IT reseller

£25k

£55k

£65k

•

•

•

PM

£40k

£65k

£80k

•

£450

£550

BA

£30k

£45k

£65k

•

£400

£500

•

•

£80k

•

•

£700

SALES – basic subject to
average 100% OTE

change

The Vendée Globe has not earned the

Briton to win a single-handed non-stop

yachtsmen and women are competing to

nickname the ‘Everest of the sea’ for nothing.

round the world race was the legendary Sir

be the one to fly the flag. The chosen one.

It’s the ultimate test for a sailor. Gruelling,

Robin Knox Johnston, in 1969. That’s right,

And right now we’re also looking for a very

very, very lonely and pretty hairy. It takes

1969. For five decades the French tricolour

special sponsor to share in his or her fame.

an exceptional kind of person to win.

has flown proudly at the summit of solo

For fame there will be. Remember Ellen

We believe that it’s high time that

ocean racing. In the Vendée 2020 we want

MacArthur? She became a household name

exceptional person was a Brit. Surprisingly

to run up a Red Ensign in its place. As we

and a Dame for her performance in the

(or should we say embarrassingly) the last

speak, 12 of this country’s most talented

‘Everest of the sea’. Imagine if she’d won.

Programme Managers

whitecapltd.com email: vendee2020@whitecapltd.com
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DEVELOPMENT
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DATABASE
& BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

CHANGE &
TRANSFORMATION

SENIOR &
EXECUTIVE
HIRES

TESTING AND
QUALITY
ASSURANCE

UI/UX

CLOUD &
INFRASTRUCTURE
• CYBER SECURITY

The world's leading companies
trust North Starr to deliver
world class tech talent
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